Contribution of biomechanics, orthopaedics and rehabilitation: the past present and future.
Biomechanics is a field that has a very long history. From its beginnings in ancient Chinese and Greek literature, the field of orthopaedic biomechanics has grown in the areas of biomechanics of bone, articular cartilage, soft tissues, upper extremities, spine and so on. Bioengineers in collaboration with orthopaedic surgeons have applied biomechanical principles to study clinically relevant problems, improving patient treatment and outcome. In the past 30 years, my colleagues and I have focused our research on the biomechanics of musculoskeletal soft tissues, ligaments and tendons in particular. Therefore, in this review article, the function of the knee ligaments and the associated homeostatic responses secondary to immobilisation and exercise will be described. Research on healing of the medial collateral ligament (MCL) of the knee and possible future approaches in improving the healing of the knee ligaments will be presented. Finally, improvement of the understanding of ligament reconstruction, specifically of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), through the use of robotics technology will be included. Throughout the manuscript, specific scientific findings that have guided or changed the clinical management of injury to these soft tissues will be emphasised.